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The initial appearance of 45% of the single-stranded RNA of
satellite tobacco mosaic virus in electron density maps
suggested the entire RNA conformation could be delineated.
Subsequent work has localized nearly 80% of the RNA as
stem-loop elements. Connection of the stem-loops in the
most efficient manner produces a persuasive model for 
the encapsidated RNA. This arrangement has significant
implications for virus assembly and for the essential role
of RNA.
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Abbreviations
ss single-stranded
STMV satellite tobacco mosaic virus

Introduction
The structure of satellite tobacco mosaic virus (STMV), a
T = 1 icosahedral particle of 17 nm diameter, has a single-
stranded (ss) RNA genome of 1058 nucleotides [1].
Secondary structure prediction [2,3] indicates possible
base pairing approaching 70%, a feature shared by other
satellite viruses and satellite RNAs [4–6]. Its 1.8 Å X-ray
structure [7–9] revealed double-helical segments of RNA
centered on all dyad axes of the virion, 30 in all, In addi-
tion, an isolated nucleotide having an occupancy of half
that of the helical nucleotides was observed some distance
from the ends of each helix, apparently an ordered compo-
nent of an otherwise disordered region of the RNA. The
helical segments of encapsidated RNA, which reflect the
icosahedrally averaged structure, comprise nine base pairs,
plus additional nucleotides stacked on the helix ends.
Temperature factors increased steeply from the central
base pair, suggesting that the helix ends were disordered
because of the diverse paths assumed by single strands of
RNA emerging from helical segments and/or that some
helices were less than nine base pairs.

The ‘free nucleotide’ could not be included at either end of
a helix by brief extension of its helix geometry, but its fixed
position and substantial occupancy implied that it was a
component of some repetitive, but variable, substructure of
the RNA. It was ultimately interpreted as arising from dis-
tal nucleotides of single-stranded loops that close one end
of each helical segment [7], thereby yielding half occupancy.
More recent studies using virions containing partially

digested RNA (A McPherson et al., unpublished data)
essentially confirm this assignment. 

In sum, the RNA visible by X-ray diffraction, shown in
Figure 1, implied that nonidentical stem-loop elements
occurred at every edge of the icosahedron. A similar
arrangement of stem-loop RNA elements was earlier pro-
posed for southern bean mosaic virus [10] and for bean pod
mottle virus [11]. The distribution of stem-loops, based on
the stem sizes deduced from crystallography, and the loop
size, based on modeling [12], which requires at least nine
nucleotides to create a stereochemically acceptable model,
would consume a minimum of 80% of the 1058 nucleotides. 

The structure of STMV RNA must, when free in the host
cell, accommodate both a TMV replicase recognition site
at its 3′ terminus [13,14] and a histidinylatable tRNA-like
structure as well [15]. Other discrete three-dimensional
domains are also, of necessity, formed during RNA replica-
tion, translation, intercellular transport and other
physiological processes [16–18]. An inescapable conclusion
is that the secondary and tertiary structure of RNA when
encapsidated must differ from that when free in the cell
[17,18]. There is insufficient space inside the capsid, given
the icosahedral distribution of stem-loops, to accommodate
other significant structural domains. Furthermore, there
would be insufficient nucleotides to create such structures
after all of the stem-loops and connecting links suggested
by the X-ray structure were made. Finally, the ensemble of
helices encapsidated within the virus is incompatible with
physiological processes requiring linear nucleic acid. Thus,
the RNA must exist in at least two, and probably many,
conformations during the life cycle of the virus. It probably
exhibits a conformationally fluid character as it fulfills its
physiological obligations. 

Results from X-ray diffraction, together with data from
genetics, biochemistry and physical chemistry, provide a
foundation for a model of the entire RNA molecule encap-
sidated within STMV. This model, in turn, has important
implications for assembly of the virus. The model and its
consequences are examined in this review.

Potential ssRNA secondary structural motifs
The distribution of stem-loops from the X-ray structure
could be compatible with numerous RNA secondary pat-
terns. Their distinguishing characteristic is the degree to
which long-range pairing interactions are allowed. In the
extreme case, illustrated in Figure 2a, the structure is highly
self-involved and intricate, with virtually every part of the
structure interdependent upon every other. Nucleotide
stretches hundreds of bases apart, due to the complicated
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folding back of the polynucleotide upon itself, might pair to
generate double-stranded regions. This is the kind of struc-
ture predicted on the basis of energy considerations and
maximization of base pairing [2,3]. It is implicit, however,
that the RNA molecule exists in its entirety when it folds
into its three-dimensional structure, that is, synthesis is com-
plete. This is, however, probably not true for an RNA
daughter strand emerging from a replication complex [16],
for which packaging is initiated before synthesis is complete. 

Alternatively, the RNA may form a series of local sec-
ondary structures, stem-loop elements, dependent upon
the pairing of stretches of bases relatively close to one
another in the nucleotide sequence, as shown in Figure 2b.
This pattern, essentially that proposed by Fresco et al. [19],
is inherently simple, imposes no rigorous constraints on
the overall conformation of the RNA, provides fluidity
between states and does not require the RNA be entirely
synthesized before folding initiates. 

From purely architectural and topological principles, the
folding possibility in Figure 2a is unlikely to produce a
three-dimensional arrangement consistent with that
observed by X-ray diffraction. Not only would it be difficult

to reconcile a rigorously defined and organized set of
unique and complex structural elements with the con-
straints of the encapsidated conformation, but also such an
arrangement would be intrinsically unfavorable from a
mechanical standpoint. It would exemplify, as pointed out
by Crane [20], what engineers term an ‘over-determined
structure’, a brittle structure — one exhibiting so many
internal interdependencies, like a framework with too
many struts and welds, that it cannot tolerate stress. It is too
rigid. An ‘over-determined structure’ in the case of encap-
sidated STMV RNA seems particularly improbable as the
structure must be fluid and assume other conformations
when released from the virion. Furthermore, many non-
wildtype strains of the virus exist [21–23] that include
multiple point mutations and even some substantial dele-
tions [21,24]. Were the conformation of the encapsidated
RNA rigorously defined and closely dependent on precise
long-distance pairing arrangements, it probably could not
tolerate these mutations.

Reconciliation of secondary structure with the crystallo-
graphic constraints is equivalent to placing contiguous
RNA stem-loop elements on the 30 twofold symmetry
axes of the net shown in Figure 2c, which, when folded by
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Figure 1

X-ray diffraction analysis of crystals of STMV
[7–9] reveals icosahedrally disposed double-
helical segments of RNA, each composed of
nine base pairs plus stacked bases at either
3′ terminus. In addition, a single, well-defined
but isolated nucleotide with about half
occupancy is bound by the coat proteins. A
hemisphere of the RNA core is seen as stereo
views (a) along a fivefold axis and (b) along a
threefold axis. The RNA core has a diameter
of about 105 Å and a 60 Å diameter void at
its center.

(a)

(b)
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joining all edges, produces a T = 1 icosahedron. It is diffi-
cult, from a topological perspective, to envision how a
highly interdependent and rigorously defined entity, a
nonrepetitive arrangement of helical segments and single-
stranded regions, could be efficiently deployed in a
manner consistent with the icosahedral grid. 

The RNA motif consisting of a series of stem-loop sub-
structures can, however, be made to conform to the
encapsidated RNA in a straightforward and uncomplicated
way that places little constraint on the overall structure of

the RNA [17–19]. For STMV, such a pattern meets the cri-
terion of Ocam’s razor and, as shown in Figure 2d, provides
a plausible means of placing 30 helices at the twofold axes
of the virus and generating both the loop elements and the
connecting links. The RNA could configure itself in an
uninterrupted manner as a single daughter strand emerg-
ing from the replication complex. Devoid of long-range
interdependencies, at least before packaging, it would be
relatively insensitive to modest mutation and evolution,
and it is a structure compatible with the hypotheses of ear-
lier investigators of RNA structure [17–19,25–27]. It would
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Figure 2

Possible motifs for a long RNA molecule of
roughly 1000 bases that is capable, by folding
back upon itself, of substantial intramolecular
base pairing. (a) Extensive base pairing
between regions far from one another in the
sequence produces a rigorously defined and
highly constrained conformation. (b) The RNA
exhibits the most unconstrained conformation,
reflecting a sequence of strictly local stem-
loop substructures.  This allows the
restructuring of conformations in a fluid
manner. Although (a) provides the lowest
energy conformation, it also produces the
most rigid three-dimensional structure. On the
other hand, (b) may yield the least total base
pairing, but it also provides the greatest
flexibility in terms of three-dimensional
structure. (c) A two-dimensional grid of 20
triangles that, when folded so that adjacent
edges meet, produces a three-dimensional
T=1 icosahedron. The twofold, threefold and
fivefold symmetry elements of the icosahedron
are indicated. (d) The most efficient way of
placing linearly connected RNA helical
segments at all twofold axes of a T=1
icosahedron can be considered in terms of
the most efficient way (shortest overall path)
of connecting the twofold axis positions on
this lattice. A series of linearly connected RNA
stem-loop structures, like the RNA molecule in
(b), can readily follow many similar, but equally
efficient, paths among the 30 twofold axis
positions of the icosahedral diagram. The
simplest configuration is shown here and
produces the shortest overall path. It begins
at one fivefold apex at the lower right of the
diagram and terminates at the most distant
fivefold axis at the upper left.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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exhibit conformational fluidity and the capability to trans-
form in a cooperative manner into alternative
conformations. Furthermore, the RNA has the attractive
property that, as it is synthesized, it would present a series
of defined binding sites for the coat protein, which could
direct, in an ordered manner, assembly of the viral capsid.

An idealized model of the RNA
The RNA distribution seen in electron density maps is a
consensus of what pertains throughout the virion [28].
Every helix need not be the same length, regularity may

vary from segment to segment, loops may be different
sizes and conformations, and the paired bases of each heli-
cal stem are, of course, different. The minimum number
of helix loop elements consistent with the X-ray structure
would consume 870 of 1058 nucleotides in the RNA, leav-
ing at most 188 nucleotides to make single-stranded
linkages. Economy in the expenditure of nucleotides,
therefore, is of considerable weight and short paths
between free ends of helical stems would be preferred.
Few diversions between helices could be permitted and
deployment of helix stem elements in an efficient and
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Figure 3

Conformation of encapsidated STMV RNA.
(a) Stereo diagram, roughly along a fivefold
axis, of the course of the RNA chain,
represented as a continuous line. (b,c) Stereo
diagrams, viewed along the twofold and
fivefold axes, respectively, of the entire
encapsidated RNA molecule modeled by
connecting together, in a linear manner, all of
the 30 stem-loop elements according to the
path in Figure 2d. The model utilizes virtually
all the nucleotides and places the stems and
‘free nucleotides’ in positions consistent with
the X-ray diffraction structure.

(a)

(b)

(c)
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systematic manner would be essential. Although there
could be many variations, there is only one general
arrangement, illustrated in Figure 2d. Connections would
consume an additional 80 nucleotides. The course of the
entire RNA chain built according to this scheme is illus-
trated in Figure 3a and its encapsidated form is shown in
Figure 3b,c. 

A model for assembly
Assembly [29–31] is ultimately constrained by the struc-
ture of the protein–nucleic acid complex or virion. The
protein–protein and protein–RNA interactions known
from X-ray crystallography represent the hooks and eyes
that draw and fasten the virion together. It was implicit in

the RNA model that encapsidation proceeds before nucle-
ic acid synthesis is complete, that is, as daughter RNA
strands emerge from the replication complex. Thus, the
RNA structural elements, helical stem-loops, would
appear in a temporal and spatially linear sequence to pro-
vide, in an ordered manner, binding sites on the RNA for
the capsid protein.

If the RNA inclines ultimately toward physiological con-
formations that cannot be encapsidated, then some agent
must intervene and stabilize the sequence of stem-loop
structures. The only plausible candidate is the capsid 
protein. STMV makes no other proteins and there is 
no evidence that either the host cell or the helper virus
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Figure 4

(a)

(b)
(c)

(d)

(e)
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Schematic diagram illustrating a path of assembly consistent with the
structural model. RNA strands emerging from the replicative complex
exhibit local, otherwise transient, stem-loop structures. (a) Although
metastable stem-loop substructures might rapidly unravel in the
absence of protein, permitting restructuring to the physiological
conformation, they are secured in the presence of protein; thus, the
production of new double-stranded replicative form RNA is terminated.
(b) Coat protein dimers proceed to bind contiguously along the RNA

molecule. (c) When a sufficient number of stem-loops and coat protein
subunits have been formed, the complexes coalesce into a fluid but
disordered aggregate. (d) The complexes of RNA and coat protein
sort themselves out through cooperative intramolecular and
intermolecular interactions, and the pentameric nucleus of a virion
forms. (e) Additional RNA–protein subcomplexes add to the nucleus
until the entire RNA–protein mass condenses into the icosahedral
virion, with protein on the outside and RNA on the inside.



provide assistance. RNA and protein are co-conspirators in
a cooperative process. As illustrated in Figure 4, the RNA
specifies, by sequential presentation of metastable sub-
structures, the order of binding of protein dimers and their
disposition along the nucleic acid. The protein subunits,
through associations with one another, direct the overall
organization of the RNA, guiding the formation of its ter-
tiary structure and the shaping of an icosahedral capsid
around it. Although the RNA does not, itself, specify icosa-
hedral interactions, it is compliant in the assembly process.
Protein subunits, even dimers, do not aggregate to form
capsids in the absence of RNA. Only complex formation
between a protein dimer and an RNA stem-loop can struc-
turally complete a capsid unit and activate it, through the
creation of appropriate new interfaces, for assembly into
the virion.

Cooperativity, which is the essence of self-assembly,
implies that one event progressively increases the proba-
bility of subsequent events, so that those events become
inevitable. The mechanism of cooperativity in macromol-
ecular systems is the creation of new surfaces or the
exposition of new chemical groups as a consequence of
some interaction. The favorable participation of these
novel features in later events in turn increases the likeli-
hood of those events recurring. Thus, assembly propagates
in an ordered manner. 

In STMV, there are three classes of interaction (excluding
water): RNA–RNA, protein–RNA and protein–protein. In
assembly, the first to occur involves only local base pair-
ing, itself a cooperative process, which produces the
stem-loop elements that ultimately program assembly.
Protein–RNA interactions initiate as capsid protein
dimers bind to RNA stem-loop elements. Finally, capsid
protein dimers, associated with RNA stem-loops, cooper-
atively interact with one another and with disparate RNA
elements [7,8] to form the virion.

Interactions may not appear in a rigorously specified order,
but conjoin in many different patterns. It matters little, as
all paths lead to the same product, the icosahedral virion.
None, once the process begins, is rigorously dependent on
the specific sequence of others. Such a process, which
leads to the same end by a variety of paths, is inherently
favored over strict adherence to a single path.

Conclusions
The central role of RNA in directing the assembly of
STMV is remarkable. The RNA is a double code that exe-
cutes its genetic function of specifying the amino acid
sequence of the coat protein, while the formation of
unique secondary and tertiary structural elements, such as
the replicase recognition site and the tRNA-like structure,
instructs the physiological functions of replication and
translation. In addition, its sequence also codes the forma-
tion of secondary structural elements along its length, the
stem-loops, that dictate the order, rate and pattern of

assembly of the virion. Furthermore, the RNA provides a
means by which protein subunits are structurally activated
and their inherent potential to cooperatively associate and
self-assemble is realized.

STMV illustrates another principle of self-assembly in bio-
logical systems. The components, RNA and protein, need
not be rigorously specified or conform precisely to a fixed,
periodic motif. There is slack in the system. Stems, loops
and connecting strands can all be of variable sizes and
lengths; the opportunities for diversity are numerous, but
the variations, as long as they are not too radical, can still
be accommodated. This is important in terms of natural
mutation and evolution, and for explaining the occurrence
of numerous strains of encapsidated RNA in the wild
[19,20,22]. Just as the architecture of the virion is not ‘over-
determined’ in an engineering sense, neither is the
assembly process ‘over-determined.’

The physiologically active forms of STMV RNA represent
more thermodynamically preferred conformations, whereas
the linear array of helical stem-loop elements is a
metastable, kinetic intermediate that arises during synthe-
sis. In the absence of protein, the latter is destined to
transform into the former. If protein is present, capsid sub-
units bind stem-loop substructures, both stabilizing them
and directing the entire RNA into a condensed, encapsi-
dated form. Thus, the virion does not incorporate the
energetically most favored states of the individual compo-
nents, but utilizes less favored, metastable intermediates
of one or more of them. 
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